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Unit six 

Introduction to probability 

6.1 The concept of probability 

Definition 1;  probability is the measure of uncertainty in the happening if an event, so definite values 

may assigned to it. 

Definition 2; the process of an observation is called an experiment. 

Definition 3; the possible results of an experiment is called an outcomes. 

               Eg1 ; in rolling of a die the possible outcomes are 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. 

               Eg 2; in tossing of coin the outcomes are; Head or Tail. 

Definition 4; any happening whose result is uncertain is called random experiment. 

             Eg; rolling of die and tossing of coin. 

Definition 5;  the set of all possible outcomes of the experiment is called sample space or possibility set 

of the experiment. 

 Sample space denoted by S. 

Eg1 ; rolling of die the sample space are:-  

                S= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}  

Eg2; Tossing of coin the sample space are:- 

              S= { H, T }  

Definition 6; A subset of sample space of an experiment is called an event. 

 An event can be denoted by E.  

  Eg1; In rolling of die , { 1 }, { 2 }, { 3 }, { 4 }, { 5 }, { 6 }, { 1, 2 }, { 1, 3 }, { 1, 4 }, { 1, 5 } and etc are 

events 

Eg ; in tossing of coin { H }, { T } and { H, T } are events. 

Definition 7; An event which is certain to occur is called certain event. 

 The probability of certain event is one. 

Eg; the sun rises in the east. 

 Two lines intersect at one point. 

 I will die one day. 



 Night will follow a day. 

Definition 8; an event which can never occur is called impossible event.  

 The probability of impossible event is zero. 

                           Eg;  in rolling of die, 9 can appear.  

 Two lines intersect at three point. 

 When water boils it change into milk. 

 You will grow 100 meter tall.  

 I am going to draw four sided triangles. 

NB ;      All probabilities must have a value greater than or equal to 0 and less than or equal to 1, or 

    ( )   . 

Eg; find the sample space for each of the following  

a) . One coin is tossed. 
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b) A fair die is rolled 
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                 2 

S                3      S = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 } 
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              6 

c) Two coin is tossed. 
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The remaining two of them done by your own. 

d) Three coins are tossed. 

e) A coin and a die are tossed together. 

 

 

 

 



6.2. Probability of simple event 

Definition 1; the probability of an event is the ratio of the number of successful outcomes of an event 

 to the total number of possible outcomes of the sample space. 
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, For any event    ( )     

Eg, find the probability of getting a number 3 or 4, when a fair die is rolled. 

Solution 

 The outcomes are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. So S = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 } 

                                                                n(S) = 6 

The two successful outcomes are 3 or 4. n(E) = 2 
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Note ;  The word fair means that each number has an equal chance of turning up the outcomes are                             

equally likely. 

Eg2; a bag contain 5 red pen, 3 black pen and 7 blue pen. A pen is drawn randomly calculate the 

probability of that the pen is drawn  

i) Blue  

ii) Black  

iii) Red 

iv) Blue or black 

v) Black or red  

vi) Blue or red 

vii) Blue or black or red 

Given required                                                                

n(blue pen ) = 7               p(blue pen)   =  ____  

n(black pen) =3                                           p(black pen) =  ____ 

n(red pen) = 5                                              p( red pen ) =  ____ 

                                                              p(Blue or black)= _____ 

                                                         p(Black or red )=_____ 

                                                                     p(Blue or red)= _____ 

                                                              p(Blue or black or red)= _____ 

solution 

I, Blue           
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The remaining six of them done by your own. 
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         I, WORKOUT ( SHOW ALL THE NECESSARY STEPS ) . 

1. Supposed a balanced coins tossed three times, what is the probability of obtaining 

       A, all heads                                 D, at least one head 

        B, two heads E, at least two head 

        C, one heads                               F, all tails 

2. Suppose a box contain 50 identical cards numbered from 1 to 50. The content is well shuffled 

and a card is drawn at random. Find the probabilities of the following events. 

a, A: an even number is drawn          b, B: a prime number is drawn  

c, C: a multiple of 5 is drawn         d, D: the number 60 is drawn  

e, E: an odd multiple of 5 is drawn        f, F: an odd and even number is drawn  

3. There are 17 balls numbered from 1 to 17 in a bag. If a person is select one at random. What is 

the probability that the number printed on the balls will be an odd number greater than 9? 

4. A pair of fair dice is tossed. What is the probability of not getting a sum 5 or 9? 

5. What is the probability that a number selected from the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,……, 15 

                   A, two tails                      B, two heads 

                   C, one head                     D, one tail 

6. In electing representatives of student from grade 8B a class of 16 girls and 19 boys. What is  

the probability is of elected to be; 

                    A, boys                         B, girls 

7. A bag contains 5 red ball 3 black ball and 4 white balls. a ball is drawn out of the bag at 

random. Calculate the probability that ball drawn is  

                       A, white                                      D, red or white 

                       B, red                                          E, red or white or black 

C, black 

8. In a box there are 11 similar balls where 7 are black and the remaining are white. If we draw 

one ball at random. Then what is the probability to drawn a white ball? 

9. If a card is randomly selected from a pack of 52 playing cards, then what is the probability that 

the card selected is; 

                  A, a black card   B, a red card 

C, a king card   D, a diamond card  

10. In a factory which can produce 10,000 lamps daily 10% of the production is defective. If one 

lamp is selected at random what is the probability that 

                   A, it is defective?                     B, it is non-defective? 

11. If we toss four coins and observe the sequence of heads and tails. 

 A, what is the sample space    B, what is the probability to see at least one head  

 


